October 17, 2019 — USU’s College of Engineering welcomes new academic advisor Sierra Browning. She will provide advising services to mechanical engineering students with last names K through Z.

Originally from Roanoke, Virginia, Browning is a USU alumna who holds a bachelor’s degree in communicative disorders and deaf education and a minor in psychology. She graduated in May of 2019 and, while studying at USU, worked as a research assistant in the COMDEE department and as a caregiver and administrative assistant at a local daycare. She can play multiple musical instruments and says her favorite is the piano.

Browning says she’s excited to join the college and work with mechanical engineering students.

“I loved my academic advisor when I was a student at USU, and she was my inspiration for going into this profession,” she said. “I am very excited to work with students in the department. So far, the best part of being an advisor is getting to know students and discussing their goals and dreams with them.”

Browning’s husband, who is also a USU alum with a degree in computer science, works at the Space Dynamics Lab. The couple have two children and live in Logan. After living in multiple locations around the country, Browning says Cache Valley is her favorite place.

Contact: Sierra Browning, sierra.browning@usu.edu, 435-797-2705
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